Activity 2: Safety word scramble puzzles

This activity provides puzzles that will challenge students’ knowledge of word patterns and help develop their problem solving skills. One puzzle is best suited for younger students and the other is more suited to older students.

Getting started

The puzzles on the next two pages can be photocopied and assigned to individual students or small groups. Both are word scramble puzzles, but the second is more complex and has the added challenge of deciphering a safety message.

Answers:

Safety word scramble:

1. SAFE  5. BOOTS
2. CLEAN  6. HELP
3. ASK  7. KNOW
4. GERMS  8. RULES

Find the hidden message:

TYFESA RAEG
FIRE 6
SAFETY GEAR

FREI GUINHSETRIEX
EXTINGUISHER

CAKPAKCB
PACK

MIALSCECH
CHEMICALS

SERMG
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DUARESNOG
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TCFAFRIGHTL

TOSN SING

TASE TELB

TESNLI

BIKELTMEH

BIKE HELMET

FOLLOW 1 2 3 4 5
RULES 6 7 8 9 10